Brainlab Announces the Majority Acquisition of medPhoton

The combined resources of both companies will facilitate deep tech innovation in the field of
intraoperative imaging
Munich/Salzburg, 12. May 2022 – Brainlab, a digital medical technology company, announced today
the majority acquisition of medPhoton GmbH, a Salzburg, Austria-based company, that develops and
manufactures robotic imaging solutions for image guided radiation therapy and surgery. Over the
last years, medPhoton has maintained a close partnership with Brainlab in the field of intraoperative
imaging. This collaboration resulted in the market launch of the mobile imaging robot, Loop-X®, in
2020. Brainlab strategically invested in medPhoton, co-funded the development of Loop-X and
became the exclusive distributor of the mobile imaging robot in the field of surgery.
"Through the completion of this majority acquisition, we want to build on the previous success of
Loop-X and decisively shape the future of intraoperative imaging," said Stefan Vilsmeier, President
and CEO of Brainlab. "In this way, we can combine and align the entrepreneurial pursuits and
innovative potential of both companies. Our united goal is to expand the market position of Loop-X
as a 3D imaging device for surgery so that doctors can gain access to cutting edge equipment for
patient treatment."
Loop-X mobile imaging robot is central to the Brainlab robotics portfolio and already part of everyday
clinical practice in numerous hospitals worldwide. Loop-X sets new standards in surgery with
automated imaging steps and robotic assistance. With the support of Loop-X, surgeons and staff
gain flexibility and freedom of movement during surgery through access to high resolution 2D and
3D imaging. The independent movement of the imaging components and collimation capabilities
allow non-isocentric imaging. Structures can be covered that are much larger—for example, the
pelvis—but, patient tailored imaging now also covers much smaller areas—reducing the radiation
volume to where it is needed. Beyond diagnostic imaging, this intelligent robot can capture partial
information, “digitizing” anatomical intraoperative changes in order to update a “digital model” of the
patient previously generated by aggregating pre-operative images.
Heinz Deutschmann, CEO of medPhoton, looks forward to the expansion of the strategic partnership:
"From the very beginning, Brainlab believed in the strength of our innovation, creativity and drive in
the field of radiotherapy. Through our partnership, Brainlab provided us with significant support as
we established our presence in the surgical device market and developed our production capabilities.
Moving forward, we will continue to advance the production of Loop-X as well as coordinate research
and development efforts to build next-generation systems with the objective of exploring new
medical applications to improve surgical procedures and therapies. The majority acquisition by
Brainlab is therefore the next logical step for us to achieve our most important goal: to advance
research and development work at the highest level and expand the production of best-in-class
medical technology to provide efficient therapies with optimal safety for patients."
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medPhoton will continue to operate as an independent research and development company within
the Brainlab Group. Together, Brainlab and medPhoton will explore additional areas of application
for the technology including radiotherapy, such as brachytherapy, particle therapy and intraoperative
radiation therapy. Both companies will also further expand the capabilities at the medPhoton site in
Salzburg, Austria.
About Brainlab
Brainlab is a digital medical technology pioneer founded in 1989 and headquartered in Munich.
The company employs more than 2000 people in 25 locations around the globe. Brainlab serves
physicians, medical professionals and their patients in over 6000 hospitals in 121 countries.
Brainlab creates software-driven medical solutions that digitize, automate and optimize clinical
workflows for neurosurgery, spine, trauma, craniomaxillofacial (CMF), general and vascular
surgery as well as radiotherapy and radiosurgery. Core products center around surgical navigation,
radiotherapy, digital operating room integration, and information and knowledge exchange. The
Brainlab open framework operating system will allow third parties to develop medical applications
to further advance the field of spatial computing and mixed reality.
Brainlab is dedicated to creating an impact in healthcare. The company connects opportunities
from emerging digital technologies to transform healthcare at scale and help improve the lives of
patients worldwide. For more information, please visit Brainlab and follow on
LinkedIn , Twitter , Facebook and Instagram.
About medPhoton
medPhoton develops and manufactures CE marked and FDA cleared medical devices for image
guided procedures in surgery and radiation therapy, with a strong focus on particle therapy.
Advanced product development centers on innovative, universal solutions for robotic, navigated
applications in surgery, interventional radiology, brachytherapy and intraoperative radiation therapy
(IORT). The company’s core competencies and patented solutions with X-ray-based imaging chains
and algorithms are being customized for system integrators in B2B partnerships worldwide.
Founded in 2012 in Salzburg, medPhoton employs 69 people in development and manufacturing
including physicists, mechanical and electrical engineers and software developers. The company is
a spin-off of Paracelsus Medical University and the Salzburg public hospital (SALK). For more
information, please visit medPhoton.
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